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Testimony to Portland City Council on the Shelter to Housing Continuum Project, Recommended Draft 

This is in response to 2.2 amendment of the S2HC proposal to be discussed by the City Council on April 14th 2021. I think housing
the homeless in institutional settings is appropriate and a GREAT IDEA. I think Eric Engstrom should lead the bandwagon with
housing homeless people at his house and making sure they have adequate sanitation services via his sewer hookup, or by using his
bathroom if he chooses not to have the sewer hookup from RV to his house. Sam Adams' residence would also be a perfect place to
house the homeless. Maybe Sam Adams and the homeless can volunteer to clean up the trash left by homeless filth. Then Sam
Adams can take more publicity photos of him "ROLLING UP HIS SLEEVES," and cleaning up the homeless filth and telling
Portlanders' "We're going clean and green."
https://www.oregonlive.com/portland/2021/03/former-mayor-sam-adams-wants-portlanders-to-roll-up-their-sleeves-to-revive-city.html
Sam Adams-"Just volunteer with Solve Portland to clean up homeless filth." That's the city's answer, which means it can't get any
better from here! Thank goodness you morons on the city council had enough strength to do the right thing and vote down Eric
Engstrom's crusade to house the homeless in city parks and residential areas. I hope he cried and wet his pants about it. What a
Jerkoff. House the homeless on Eric Engstrom's property and Sam Adams' property. That's a good start if they want to set an
example for what they create. ALSO-send all the shell casings of left over gun battles from crime scenes to Jo Ann Hardesty and
the other spineless city commissioners who are afraid of clad black anarchists, for fear of retaliation because the gun violence
reduction team is "racist" in their minds. City Leaders??? I don't think so. 
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